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Deterministic chaos and the butterfly effect

▶ Consider deterministic systems: evolution
of (a mathematical model of) the system
is completely described by clear rules (laws

of physics, mathematical equations, . . . )

▶ Deterministic systems can display chaotic
behaviour (deterministic chaos).

a key feature of any mathematical definition of chaos
is the Butterfly Effect:

as popularized by E. Lorenz: “a butterfly flapping its
wings in Brazil can cause a tornado in Texas”

E. Lorenz

(1917-2008)

i.e. chaotic systems display Sensitive
dependence on Initial Conditions: a
small variations in the initial conditions
can create very different evolutions.
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Fast versus slow chaos

How quickly quickly nearby trajectories diverge
in the Butterfly Effect?

Fastly chaotic systems

(hyperbolic dyn. systems)

▶ divergence happens quickly
(exponential function of time)

▶ much studied, mathematical
theory developed since the
1970s (Anosov, Sinai, ...)

Slowly chaotic systems

(parabolic dyn. systems)

▶ divergence happens slowly
(polynomial function of time)

▶ Few well understood examples,
lack of general theory.

My research: understand mathematical properties of Slow Chaos

Tools: dynamical systems, ergodic theory, analysis and geometry;

Connections with: mathematical physics, number theory, probability.
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Biliards in physics
The trajectory of a billiard balll (in particular
Elastic reflexions) describe the motion of
light rays and acustic waves.

Billiards arise when studying:

▶ Optics

▶ Acoustics

▶ Mechanics

▶ Kinetic theory of
gases . . .

Ex. Two masses on a rod, described

by a billiard in a triangle:
The Lorentz gas and the Sinai

billiard
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The butterfly effect is created by bouncing at the boundary table;
the speed depends on the shape of the boundary.

a circular scatterer a rectangular scatterer

(Sinai billiard) (Ehrenfest billiard)

defocusing mechanism:

fast chaos (hyperbolic billiard)

(Yakov Sinai,

Abel Prize 2014)

only corners create divergence:
slow chaos (parabolic billiard)
(Yakov Sinai,
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(Sinai billiard) (Ehrenfest billiard)

defocusing mechanism:
fast chaos (hyperbolic billiard)

(Yakov Sinai, Abel Prize 2014)

only corners create divergence:
slow chaos (parabolic billiard)
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Billiard ball trajectories can, e.g.:

▶ close up (periodic motion)

▶ never close up, and get arbitrarily
close to any point (dense)

▶ Rk: be trapped (and be neither
periodic nor dense)

▶ Dense trajectories can
be:

▶ equidistributed
▶ or not . . .

Equidistributed: fills uniformely space, i.e. spend in each region a time

proportional to its area)

▶ Some trajectories are wild (e.g. strange, fractal attractor).
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Recent progress on the Ehrenfest model

courtesy of V. Delecroix

▶ [Fraczek-Ulcigrai, Inventiones, 2014]

on the Ehrenfest model, for almost
every direction:

▶ NO trajectory is dense (i.e. explore all
parts of space).

▶ The evolution is NOT ergodic
(uncountably many ergodic
components)

▶ trajectories in a random direction come back (recurrence);

[Avila-Hubert, Ann. Scie. ENS, in press];

▶ largest distance reached in time t is order t2/3 (superdiffusion)

[Delecroix-Hubert-Lelievre, Ann. Scie. ENS, 2014]

Why only now? powerful novel tools from Teichmueller dynamics.

[e.g. Lyapunov exponents of the Teichmueller geodesics flow]
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Flows on surfaces
▶ S surface of genus g ≥ 1

(connected, compact, orientable).

▶ φt : S → S be a flow on S :

p 7→ φt(p) position of p ∈ S after time

t;

[ (φt(p))t≥0 trajectory of p]

▶ Consider higher genus g ≥ 2.

center

simple

saddle
degenerate

saddle

Rk: for g ≥ 2, φt has fixed points
(singularities):

▶ Assume φt smooth and area-preserving or
’incompressible’ (Equivalently: locally
Hamiltonian)

[there is a (smooth) area form which is preserved,
i.e.

for any measurable A, Area(φt(A)) = Area(A),
∀t.]
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motion of bodies
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Rk: Poincaré initiated the study
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study of dynamical systems!)
motivated by the motion of
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Novikov model: the motion of an
electron in a metal under a
magnetic field on the Fermi
energy level surface in the
semi-classical limit is described
by a locally Hamiltonian flow.
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Consider Novikov flows (motion of electrons on metal
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[locally Hamiltonian flows on

surfaces]

V. Arnold question (1990s): Are they mixing? i.e.

Courtesy of C. Dettmann

Take a cloud A of initial points.
Flow points in A for time t:
does φt(A) spreads uniformely?

[Mathematical formulation: for any sets A, B

Area(φt(A) ∩ B)

Area(A)
t→∞−−−→ Area(B)]
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Classification of mixing properties
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[Ulcigrai, ETDS, Ravotti, Ann.Poincaré]

▶ also mixing of all orders; [Kanigowski, Kulaga, U’,
JEMS]

▶ mixing speed is subpolynomial [Ravotti,
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Shearing

In slowly chaotic systems, the butterfly effect
often happens in a special way.

▶ Nearby points shear with (sub) polynomial
speed with respect to each other.

-

▶ Draw a small curve connecting the two points. Short curves
transversal to the flow get sheared in the direction of the flow.

Ex: Let φt : S → S be a smooth area-preserving flow on a surface

;

▶ How does shearing happen?

▶ Near a saddle, trajectories slow down
at different speeds.

▶ This creates shearing.
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Shearing beyong mixing

Q: can stronger chaotic properties be deduced from shearing?

▶ E.g. Marina Ratner’s work in homogeneous
dynamics (striking results on rigidity of
horocycles and unipotent flows).

[Applications in number theory (Littlewood

conjecture), probability (random circulant graphs),

mathematical physics (Boltzmann-grad limit of the

Lorentz gas) . . . ]

▶ Key tool: quantitative form of shearing
(today know as Ratner property)

M. Ratner

(1939-2017)

Question: [M. Lemanczyk, J.P. Thouvenot)]

can one prove the Ratner property for other slowly chaotic
systems?
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Ratner property in surface flows and consequences

▶ Q: Can we prove the Ratner property for Novikov flows?

Difficulty: singularities!

(loss of control of shearing...)

Theorem (Kanigowski-Kulaga-U’, to appear in JEMS)

Novikov flows with traps typically have a variant
of the Ratner property (introduced by

Fayad-Kanigowski).

▶ Application 1: stronger mixing properties (multiple
mixing);

▶ Application 2: an instance of Sarnak’s Moebious
orthogonality conjecture;
[Kanigowski-Lemanczyk-U’, submitted]

P. Sarnak
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Gain: one can show trajectories are either closed or dense;
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From a billiard in a square... to a bagel
Unfolding to a planar grid only works for squares and few
polygons...

Key observation: 4 copies are
enough (since the group of

symmetries has order 4)

identify (’glue’) opposite sides:

surface of a bagel (torus S)

Outcome: we reduced the study of billiard trajectories to the study
straight line trajectories (geodesics for a Euclidean geometry on S .
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Unfolding II: from a triangle to... a pretzel

This unfolding to a surface construction works for any rational
billiard! (i.e. when the order of the group of symmetries is finite).

E.g.: billiard in a triangle with π
8 ,

3π
8 , π2 angles.

▶ Unfolding, one gets linear trajectories in the regular octagon.

▶ If we glue opposite sides, we get a surface of genus 2 (pretzel).
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to the study of linear trajectories (geodesics) on (locally)
Euclidean, flat surfaces (glued out of polygons).
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a periodic surface;
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Dynamics in the space of surfaces

Unfolding these billiards, we get surfaces with a special geometry:

▶ Translation surfaces: polygons with sides
glued by translations;

▶ Moduli space of translation surfaces:
Mg := {S transl. surfaces of genus g}/ ∼

Equivalence relation: S1 ∼ S2 iff one can cut and

paste by parallel translations S1 to S2.

Fig: Zorich ”Flat

surfaces”

▶ Linear deformations: 2× 2
matrices acts on Mg

by linearly deforming
polygons/surfaces

▶ Question: how does an orbit
(i.e. trajectory) of a linear
deformation looks like in Mg?
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The world translation surfaces is the world of Teichmueller
dynamics.
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▶ consider the the space of all flat
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(obtained by glueing polygons):

▶ surface obtained by unfolding is a point;

▶ move it, by (deforming the geometry);

▶ the linear deformation acts as a zooming
machine.

[Techniques called renormalization (in Teichmueller dynamics)]

▶ Why does it help?
Many properties of the billiard can be proved mathematically
if we understand the trajectory (also called orbit) of this
deformation dynamics!
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Ratner’s rigidity of orbit closures

Orbits (i.e. trajectories) can be wild. . .

In very rare setups, one can classify the
behaviour of all trajectories:

▶ E.g. 1) Linear flow on the torus (square billiard):

orbits are either all periodic, or all dense.

▶ E.g. 2) in homogeneous dynamics
(dynamics on quotients G/Γ, Γ < G Lie groups):

▶ Marina Ratner Rigidity Theorems:

▶ Classification of orbit closures of unipotent
actions of H < G :

all orbit closures are nice (i.e.algebraic of the
form G/L for some H < L < Γ)

Marina Ratner

(1939-2017)

Plenty of applications in number theory, billiards, probability, physics . . .
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The Magic Wand Theorem

Consider linear deformations on the moduli space Mg of

flat geometries on surfaces of genus g ≥ 1.

Theorem (Eskin-Mirzakhani/E-M-Mohammadi)

For any surface S with a flat geometry, the closure
in Mg of the trajectory of S under linear
deformations is nice (i.e. an affine submanifold).

▶ Beautiful and suprising rigidity result!

▶ Why is it called a Magic Wand? it allows to

upgrade statements about most trajectories to all.

▶ Back to billiards: if we understand the trajectory of a

(unfolded) billiard under affine deformations, we can

say a lot about its dynamical properties.
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Applications: the Ehrenfest model

Fix any lengths 0 < a, b < 1 for the rectangular obstacles sides.

Theorem (Fraczek-Ulcigrai, Inventiones ’14)

For randomly chosen side lengths a, b, for a
randomly chosen direction θ, the billiard in the
Ehrenfest model has NO dense orbits.

Theorem (Delecroix-Hubert-Lelievre, Ann. Scie. ENS, 2014)

For randomly chosen side lengths a, b, and randomly chosen
direction θ, the largest distance reached in time t is order t2/3

(Superdiffusion).

Q: How to prove results for all parameters a, b?

TOOL: Magic Wand Theorem!

(through a result by Eskin-Chaika)
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Suggestions for further reading:

On billiards, Ehrenfest and unfolding:

▶ Marianne Freiberg, Plus Magazine
Chaos on the billiard table/Playing billiards on doughnuts
plus.maths.org/content/chaos-billiard-table
plus.maths.org/content/billiards-donuts

▶ C.U. (2018) Biliardi matematici, caos e ciambelle

“infinite”: perche’ i matematici “giocano” a biliardo, dai

poligoni al modello di Ehrenfest,

La matematica nella Società e nella Cultura

On Maryam, Illumination and the Magic Wand:

▶ A Tenacious Explorer of Abstract Surfaces, by Erica

Klarreich for Quanta Magazine;

▶ Amie Wilkinson, the work of Maryam Mirzakhani

Fields Symposium (YouTube)

On slow chaos in surface flows:
▶ C.U., Slow Chaos in Surface Flows,

Bollettino dell’Unione Matematica Italiana, 2020
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